### Portfolio Materials

- Assignments: Introduce yourself
  - Introduce Partner
- Examples of Integrity [as observed] 5 Oct. in-class
- Analysis why integrity positive or negative
- Personal Definition of terms e-mailed for 5Oct.

- Worksheets:  
  - Draft Essay I [Bluebook Essay]
  - Revision/extension Plan Essay II
  - Analysis Sheet to identify changes

- Peer editing sheet:  
  - Essay II draft I

- Drafts  
  - [Draft] Essay I Bluebook Essay
  - Essay II draft I

### Final Draft Materials

Presence of the following in your essay

- A clear focus and position established

- Discussion of multiple meaning of your term

- Integration of examples to develop and support your discussions of the multiple meanings of your term
  - minimum of two personal experiences
  - minimum one reading from *Next Text*

- Presence of analysis/discussions/conclusions that point to the meanings and significance of the term as its interpretations/definitions/examples move **beyond the personal.**

- A concluding paragraph that does not repeat what has already been said in your essay.

- Reflection letter in response to the writing of your final draft of Essay II